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Insight Guide Greece is a full-color, comprehensive travel guide to one of Europeâ€™s most popular
destinations, a country famous for its ancient sites and breathtakingly beautiful islands. Each
chapter is illustrated by stunning travel photography that gives a vivid portrait of contemporary life in
Greece. Be inspired by our Best of Greece section highlighting unmissable sights and experiences,
and lavish Photo Features on what makes Greece unique: its treasure-filled ancient sites, folklore,
and island flora. With a longer and more in-depth history and culture section than its competitors,
this travel guide provides an essential introduction to Greeceâ€™s history, from the rich civilizations
of Ancient Greece through the Byzantine and Ottoman eras, up to modern times and the Euro crisis.
The informative text, written by regional experts, is a pleasure to read. A detailed Places section,
with full-color maps, guides you around the regions and myriad islands which make up this
fascinating country, from the impressive Parthenon in Athens and the central region, mythical centre
of the ancient world, to the exquisite beaches of its surrounding islands, and Byzantine and Ottoman
architecture up in the north. A comprehensive Travel Tips section gives you all the travel advice you
need to plan your trip. The selective listings for hotels and restaurants are the personal
recommendations of our regional specialists. Â
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I am so glad I have purchased this book! Just returned to USA from Greece and we referenced it
quite a bit. The photos and maps were so helpful in recognizing landmarks. I would highly

recommend this guide for anyone planning a trip to Greece.

I bought that book (Kindle edition) to plan my Greece trip and for further use during the trip.
Unfortunately trip planing is literally impossible with this book.First of all this edition is totally
unreadable on my Kindle - there are no table of contents!!! it is extremely difficult to find section
which is needed, the only way to read all book through and make your own bookmarks. Finally i
read it via Kindle app on my tablet, in that case i can see table of contents.Second problem is
actually content of this book. There are a lot of information about Greek history, but very little about
how to buy train or bus tickets (it is not so easy when you in Greece), how to get to interesting
places and so on. Descriptions of many cities just about one page, where author just mentions few
main places of interest, without any clue how to find them and that is it!Book organization is also
very inconvenient. For instance, info about restaurants comes as separate chapter, where you have
to find your city of interest first (it is not in the table of contents) and then few restaurant places - 2-3
per city with very little info.So, i rated this book really low because it doesn't serve its purpose.
despite information about history and art is explicit, but i expected travel information because it was
suppose to be TRAVEL guide. I find no useful info about trains, how to get from one attraction to the
other, barely some info about food and restaurants... So i was totally waste of money for me.

Very short descriptions of locations or sites, practically useless. Probably because so many things
to see, not enough space to cover in detail.

Bought this for my wife who is very pleased with it. She reads every page. I particularly like the
history section and read those parts covering the areas that will be on our trip.
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